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Secret Societies A World History
What do you do when you're a centuries-old secret society looking to grow your membership? Make a Facebook group. Centuries ago, Rosicrucians were only able to maintain their society through their ...
A centuries-old secret society is hanging out in Facebook groups
CHI, creators Gene Luen Yang, Philip Tan, and Dike Ruan take us further inside this secret and ancient society with a look at its modern motives. The times have certainly changed for the five Houses, ...
Shang-Chi's Secret History
This episode of the award-winning podcast Life Behind Bars is devoted to all the mind-blowing bourbon knowledge the hosts have uncovered over the years.
The Secret History of Bourbon
These guys came out looking like movie actors. And yet, they were common laborers.” At that time, Macintosh Studios was the pinnacle of Hollywood style for men. The bespoke suitmaker, whose main shop ...
Movie stars and anti-Filipino race riots: The secret history of San Francisco's Macintosh Studios
Was the grand American experiment of representative democracy spurred on by a supernatural being? Some believe that a spectre made its presence known to the founding fathers. In 1944, Manly Palmer ...
'The Professor': Was American Democracy Bolstered by a Supernatural Being?
Acre, Israel Secret tunnels built by the Knights to move ... was used by the Knights to “continue” years after the society broke up. According to legend, the Knights would "sing" and ...
Knights Templar mapped: Secret underground network of society linked to Holy Grail
Gill, CNN In a career that's spanned more than 60 years, Robert Ballard has conducted over 150 underwater expeditions and made countless significant scientific discoveries.
The man who found the Titanic is on a new quest
In the 2017 movie, “The Post,” Meryl Streep immortalized Washington Post publisher Katharine Graham in golden caftan glory as she made the historic and career-defining decision to publish the Pentagon ...
A new exhibit casts legendary Post publisher Katharine Graham as an accidental feminist trailblazer
Pat Teague, who leads USAA’s human resources team, talks to The HR Digest about the company’s leadership development programs that has helped attract the industry’s most driven workers and how tough ...
The Secret to Building Resilience: An Interview with Pat Teague
World History: Cultures, States, and Societies to 1500 offers a comprehensive introduction to the history of humankind from prehistory to 1500. Authored by six USG faculty members with advance degrees ...
World History: Cultures, States, and Societies to 1500
The Empire Strikes Back” script, which reveals how a pivotal plot twist was hidden from actors, smashed auction estimates to sell for £23,000 ($32,000). Once belonging to Darth Vader actor David ...
‘Star Wars’ script revealing how plot twist was kept secret sells for $32K
It is no secret that we have seen an incredible amount of modernisation around the world. This is especially true in recent years, as the beginning of the digital era has begun to unravel more and ...
The world is hinging on the verge of an era driven entirely by tech
For centuries, stories of Black communities from the past have been limited by racism in the historical record. Now we can finally follow the trails they left behind.
The Future of Black History
This is a sad book, quite unlike the usual approach taken by those who write Australian military history. While the bravery, integrity, resilience and initiative of the men in Z Special is never ...
Secret & Special is a compelling anti-war history, telling the story of the Z Special Unit in World War II
In stories of doomed World War II gallantry ... Remarkably, much of that story’s been omitted from history, not to mention the books written about Hepburn and mid-20th century Hollywood.
Audrey Hepburn: The Secret WW2 History of a Dutch Resistance Spy
Debut novelist J. H. Gelernter’s book leans heavily on its influences but nevertheless manages to chart its own course to a satisfying conclusion, says literature writer Michael Patrick Brady.
Spy Novel 'Hold Fast' Is A Ripping Napoleonic War Adventure
After McLaren boss Zak Brown wrote an open letter detailing his thoughts on the direction that Formula 1 is taking, including the use of secret ballots, it opened up a wider discussion on the future ...
How McLaren hopes to help F1 with its secret ballots call
The trouble with historical drama is that you need to get the history exactly right or the ... at all of Leonardo da Vinci’s role in a secret society devoted to preserving or perhaps obscuring ...
Leonardo review — this bashfully brilliant portrayal has a Dustin Hoffman vibe
A tour of Range Creek Canyon in the Carbon Corridor is a chance to visit active archaeological sites, see the signs of past cultures etched into the landscape and learn how archaeologists read the ...
Book a tour to explore the history of Utah's Secret Canyon
Belkis Ayón, an Afro-Cuban artist, worked with myths from Abakúa Secret Society, an Afro-Cuban religion ... that have ever been made in the history of printmaking,” Cheryl Hartup, curator ...
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